CELEBRATING THE JOY OF LEARNING

AGES 3-5 YEARS

www.frogstreet.com/prek
info@frogstreet.com 800.884.3764
Frog Street Pre-K is a comprehensive, research-based curriculum that integrates instruction across developmental domains and is aligned to state and national standards. The cornerstones of the curriculum include:

- **Integrated lessons** with a defined scope and sequence of instruction
- **Social-emotional development** using Conscious Discipline® strategies
- **Differentiated instruction** to meet the needs of all learners including English Language Learners and children with special needs
- **A joyful approach** to learning

**THEMATIC TEACHING GUIDES**

Frog Street Pre-K includes nine thematic guides offering 180 days of instruction for a full-year program.

**Each guide features:**
- 5-day lesson plan for each week
- Easy-to-follow lessons for whole group, small group and center activities
- Appendix with all the resources needed for instruction
- Weekly learning centers including technology and outdoor learning

**Adaptations for Young Learners**

meets the needs of younger children

**LITERACY**

All literacy instruction is based on the National Early Literacy Report to ensure a strong foundation for reading skills.

The Frog Street Pre-K literature library includes books in both big book and small book formats with listening library CDs.

**Variety of literature genres:**
- personal narratives
- predictable text
- informational text
- nonfiction
- classics
- fiction
- poetry
- fantasy

Bilingual Story Folders with magnetic story props are perfect for retelling and sequencing story events.

Senior Author: Pam Schiller, PhD

Featuring Dr. Becky Bailey’s Conscious Discipline® and creative Spanish adaptations by Alma Flor Ada, PhD and F. Isabel Campoy, PhD
Additional literacy support materials build **phonological awareness, alphabet knowledge, and vocabulary.**

**Math and Science**
*Frog Street Pre-K* provides purposeful, engaging math investigations with lessons focused on NCTM focal points and connections:
- Number and Operations
- Geometry and Spatial Awareness
- Measurement
- Classification and Patterning
- Data Collection and Analysis

The Science Library and science manipulatives give young explorers the opportunity to ask questions, observe, and compare.

**Social and Emotional Development**
*Frog Street Pre-K* places a special emphasis on social and emotional development using **Conscious Discipline®,** a comprehensive classroom management and social-emotional component that creates a learning environment where children feel safe and loved.

**Professional Learning Support**
Teacher training and support resides in and throughout the program to build fidelity of instruction and student success. *Frog Street Pre-K* includes a 9-book **teacher resource library.** Online support includes **digital versions** of teacher guides, resource guides, and stories.

**Family Resources**
Weekly notes, theme newsletters, take-home activity mats, and online e-stories extend learning into the home.

**Comprehensive Support Materials**
From music and interactive software to pocket charts and magnetic letters, *Frog Street Pre-K* support materials make program implementation a snap!

Review the comprehensive components and a sample lesson at [www.frogstreet.com/curriculum/pre-k](http://www.frogstreet.com/curriculum/pre-k)
FROG STREET PRE-K OFFERS:

- Comprehensive, integrated, and sequenced instruction
- 180 days of research-based instruction
- Professional learning support

INCLUDES

- 9 Thematic Teacher Guides
- 1 Welcome Guide
- Literature Library
  - 35 book titles (1 big book and 2 small books per title) in English and Spanish
  - 34 Bilingual Story Folders
  - Wordless books, poetry collection, alphabet books, developmental storybooks
- Math Library and Manipulatives
  - 5 books, Pattern Blocks, Attribute Buttons, Connecting Cubes, Links, Frog Counters, AngLegs™
- Science Library and Exploration Tools
  - 6 books, graduated pipettes, mixing tray, magnetic wand, test tubes and rack, rainbow peepholes, energy beads

FROG STREET OFFERS COMPLETE EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM CONTINUITY FROM BIRTH TO AGE 5 WITH FROG STREET INFANT, FROG STREET TODDLER, AND FROG STREET PRE-K.

Frosk Street Pre-K Bilingual $3,799.99
FSPK0020 Texas
FSPK0017 National

Frosk Street Pre-K English $3,199.99
FSPK4005 Texas
FSPK4001 National

Frosk Street Pre-K Spanish $3,199.99
FSPK4008 Texas
FSPK4007 National

INCLUDES

- Sequence Cards (34 sets)
- Pocket Photos (218) and Photo Pockets (8)
- Pocket Letters (56)
- Vocabulary Cards (194 English, 193 Spanish)
- Compound Word Cards (16 English only)
- Letter Cards (112)
- Alphabet Wall Cards (26 English, 30 Spanish)
- Photo Activity Cards (138 bilingual)
- Music Collection
  - Over 300 songs on 14 CDs
- Resource Guide Library (9 titles)
- Classroom Resources
  - Pocket cubes, shape stencils, magnetic letters, flip charts, interactive software, rebus posters, and more!